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I

in relation to the matter of sitting and working in the committee, as
the jeth 23. 2058 meeting of the permanent committee decided that it
is not within my prerogative to stay in the committee, i accordingly
submit my resignation.

II committee: we have come in the process of discovering facts.
whatever information you have, your highness. your highnesses were
in small room, small drawing room? thank you.
hrh: it was the marriage, hajoor. as far as i can tell, it's the marriage. i
feel like that is the main issue. i feel that this is the main issue.
adc: after he requested cigarettes from me I called the orderly from the
set. after calling him from the set it turned out he was near me. he
said I'm right here sir. after that alright take this to the drawing room.
he's near the corner in the drawing room.
orderly: i cigarettes now there was a special--substance in the
cigarettes.
committee: how much ganja, how much black was put in one stick?
orderly: i don't know the full oo. that too not always; every now and
then at the time of an oo.
committee: which was it? was it an oo with black, or with the other?
orderly: there was black mixed in and also the other.
surgeon: no, none of them were in a condition to speak.
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committee: now this postmortem hasn't been performed, so the things
as the cause of death, how much accuracy do they have from a medical
point of view? in terms of medical science?
neurosurgeon: the international…what there is, is that there are
incidents like this where postmortems aren't performed. in the event
that a situation is created where it's not necessary, there's a tradition
that a postmortem needn't be performed….
chairman of the state council: i looked inside. inside, his majesty the
king, her majesty the queen to even ask in a flash his majesty the
king…after asking that i couldn't guess i said his majesty the
king…the word…death…i tried to see her majesty the queen, the
doctors are working. i couldn't control myself. i was compelled to sob
out loud. what is this?
prime minister: people were running this way and that, as for the
doctors, they were all busy upstairs. i kept sitting there. i just sat
there; i didn't receive any information about what was going on, how
things were.
chief of the army staffs: the question is important. the security of the
royal palace is not the responsibility of the royal nepal army. there are
two battalions in there. there is the royal security army police. there
are adcs. the complete security in there is looked after by the adc
office, the army secretary or the chief army secretary. the royal nepal
army bears no responsibility, this is the first thing.
psychiatrist: thinking that one's personality is good is positive
thinking. thinking that one's personality is not good is negative
thinking.
III in the course of collecting the incident, this committee carried the
incident, collected and subjected and interrogated. besides, inquiries
were made necessary on the basis of facts from whom inquiries were
made. from investigations facts have emerged:1

in keeping with tradition his majesty, her majesty, her majesty, his
royal highness, his royal highness.
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2

3

(hereafter hrh) thereafter, one after another, it is apparent. hrh
proceeded and conveyed himself. her majesty remained her royal
highness. (hereafter hm) finally arrived after pleasantries, it has come
to light from witnesses.
hrh played by himself in the course one or two pegs, according to. a
little before hm (some l0-l2 minutes before), hrh, hrh, and, and, the
effect of whisky, eye witnesses.

4

ordered to fetch cigarettes and, as ordered, a special kind of cigarette
prepared with black substance as per an order, and proceed to east door
entrusted. hrh himself made arrangements, it was not known from
where it could have come since a year ago.

5

according to particulars, it is documentation that hrh talked for one
minute l4 seconds and for 4 minutes l4 seconds. finally for 32
seconds, to particulars. hrh had close ties, there was contact. that there
was a relationship was confirmed (in a tape recording).

6

as matters concerning hrh did not say anything and 8:25 the exchanges
with his speech slurred, "the voice of hrh was somewhat slurred, is he
somewhat unwell? she wondered and phoned hrh urging to have the
bed chamber."

7

whereupon they found hrh prone trying to undo the upper part of his
body. they heard retching noises coming from the bathroom and after
coming out ordered both to sleep.

8

at 8.39 no. 98l02l5l3 no 98l024339 32 seconds as evident and this
has been conceded that hrh said "i am now about to sleep," "good
night, we'll talk tomorrow."

9

after contact, hrh put on army combat dress and came out of the bed
chamber with weapons. "shall the emergency bag be brought sire?"
"it's not necessary now."

l0 hrh in combat fatigues and armed on both sides with rifle and revolver
proceeded.
ll hrh in combat fatigues fired the ceiling 9 mm caliber mp-5k automatic
sub-machine fired rat-tat-tat rat-tat-tat the l2 bore spas l2-l french spa
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gun spa aiming 5.56 caliber colt m-l6 a2 rat-tat-tat light and telescope
rat-tat-tat rat-tat-tat again and again moved back to reach the door,
advanced to fire, according to hrh, hrh.
l2 hrh back towards to the east firing indiscriminately a third time giving
chase in that direction, as seen by "boys" among others from room to
north adjoining hall. hrh followed via pathway from room towards
garden to east to a convergence point between pathway from garden to
bed chamber and pathway to shed to east, and from north to south after
crossing a ladder there and while standing at the small meadow, going
by the site on the wall to south. hrh laying in state head to east.
13 after the firing sitting in the inner room of the office on the right hand
of the gate the sound of firing and "call the doctors soon" breaking the
glass of door.
14 brain tissues, teeth and jaws, red tika, two ear pins, broken pieces of
red glass bangles blood stains here and there. majesty at the upper part
(seventh) step.
15 lying back gurgling to the south of the bridge over the pond at the
garden. 9mm. caliber glock ges. empty cartridges discharged in the
water 5.56 caliber m-16 a2.
16 their condition at that time:- (a) king dead upon arrival. (b) queen dead
upon arrival. (c) prince dead upon arrival. (d) princess reached hospital,
pronounced dead the same evening. (e) princess dead upon arrival. (f)
dead upon arrival. (g) dead upon arrival. (h) dead upon arrival. (i)
reached hospital, pronounced dead. (j) pronounced dead.
17 no information regarding the death of anyone in the incident.
18 reports confirm all.
19 black army boots a camouflage (combat) army jacket and trousers
black leather gloves black stockings camouflage vest clothing gloves
boots laboratory test stains yellowish substances.
20 the committee received a letter. no gloves other than (gloves).
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21 47 cartridge 5.56 caliber colt m-16 a2 number A0073943 (commando)
automatic 700 to 1,000 per minute. 29 cartridge 9mm. caliber mp-5 k
automatic sub-machine 900 bullets. 2 cartridge 9mm. caliber mp-5 k
automatic ges.m.b.h. m-16 with no. A0073943 issued 056/5/31
bikram era to armory after arsenal. one pistol and 9mm. issued
2053/1/27 bikram era and 2056/7/28 bikram era. 9mm. g19 glock
with no. yy 334 issued the arsenal. neither experts nor cartridges
confirmed 9mm. caliber and 12 bore single barrel.
22 sketch this report.
23 gun shots were the cause of the incident currently at the hospital.

